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Class Times

Sunday 10am-10:50am
Puppies, Classes
Foundation, 2, 4, 6

Patron: The Mayor of Moonee Valley

Sunday 11:10am-12
Classes 1, 3, 5, 7
Wednesday 7pm-8pm
All classes; no Puppies

NOTICES
5 April
Changing to Standard
Training Times – 10:00 am to
12:00 pm
NO PREDICTABLE DATES ARE
CURRENTLY POSSIBLE DUE TO
COVID- 19.
WE WILL LET YOU KNOW
WHEN EVENTS RESUME!
At that time we may also
introduce extra training
times.
We do however have notice
that the following has been
postponed to:
27-29 November
Dog Lovers Show
Royal Exhibition Building

NOTE: The Committee of NODC Inc. and the editor of the Howler reserve the right to edit all copy including
advertising. The opinions expressed in articles published in the Howler are not necessarily those of the
Committee or the Editor. The Club assumes no responsibility for false or misleading claims made in copy
submitted to this newsletter.
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HOWLER EDITORIAL COMMITTEE
This edition of Howler was largely prepared before we were aware
of the potential impact of Coronavirus. In any event we have little
to add but hope to provide, if not useful information, at least some
doggy entertainment.
Barbara Van Meurs and Denise Gardner

COVID-19 UPDATE
FROM SECRETARY OF NODC GLENYS BARNES
As you know, the Coronavirus situation is developing day by day
and is having an impact across the community (and world) and as
such we wanted to reach out to you with an update on training at
The Club.
Dogs Victoria (our governing body) and the Moonee Valley Council
have requested this week that we cease all activities until after
Easter, when the situation regarding the Coronavirus will be
reassessed.
To comply with these requests, the Committee, in conjunction with
the Training Sub-committee, have no option but to cancel all
training (Sunday morning and Wednesday night) immediately.
The Committee will regularly review the situation and keep you
updated via email, our website and Facebook page. So, no training
until further notice.
If you need any help with your puppy or dog do not hesitate to give
me a call, so that we can put you in touch with an instructor to
assist you.
We have also had to cancel Leanne Carney’s Pet First Aid
presentation, on Tuesday 31 March, at 7:00pm. This presentation
will be rescheduled to a later date.

Write or contribute an
article, story, photo,
comic, joke, idea, etc. to
the Howler!
All we need is your
Name & your Source!
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DOGS VICTORIA
CANCELLATION OF UPCOMING EVENTS
NOTICE RE COVID-19
Taken from Dogs Victoria Important Members Notice 16 MARCH 2020
Dogs Victoria advise from Monday 16 March 2020 until Thursday 30 April 2020 – all Dogs
Victoria events will be cancelled or postponed.
Dogs Victoria Management Committee will review the situation on Wednesday 15 April 2020 when
they convene a meeting of the committee and advise members of any further actions post this date.
By definition, all of Dogs Victoria events encapsulate:






Show Trials & Events
Public Events
Training & Dog Activities
Members Events & Education Programs
Meetings

At Dogs Victoria, the health and well-being of our Members, Staff and canine community is our key
priority. Dogs Victoria will maintain regular contact with Members, Staff and all affected parties as
they come to hand.
The Office and KCC Park will remain operational and contactable. For the safety and well-being of
our community we recommend that members do not congregate in groups of 10 or more.
REFERENCE
If you need to cancel or change a booking of an event or camping, please
email office@dogsvictoria.org.au
To avoid any inconvenient situations, DOGS Victoria recommends to check the updated respective
news sources, via the following links: - Victoria Government Health and Human Services https://www.dhhs.vic.gov.au/coronavirus
Australian Government Health Department: https://www.health.gov.au/resources/collections/novel-coronavirus-2019-ncov-resources
World Health Organisation: https://www.who.int/emergencies/diseases/novel-coronavirus-2019/advice-for-public

REMINDERS
Please keep a lead on your dog at all times, even between
classes, unless asked to remove it by your class instructor.
Remember to adhere to Club Rules and listen to the
instructors.
While you are at the Club you are responsible for you and your
dog’s actions. Ensure there is sufficient space between each
dog so that they are unable to play with another dog or make
another dog feel uncomfortable.

2020 ClassES

Classes for Sundays 2020 start at
10am for Puppy & “Even
numbered classes”, and 11am for
“Odd numbered classes”.
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For many people dog ownership means having a family pet, going to the doggy beach or
simply going to the park for a play and socialisation. However, once you have established
a connection with your dog through positive interaction and dog obedience training there
are numerous activities that you can do. Here below are just a few of what we can do
with our fur legged friends.
Flyball is a dog sport in which teams of dogs race
against each other from a start/finish line, over a line
of hurdles, to a box that releases a ball to be caught
when the dogs press the spring-loaded pad, then run
back to their handlers while carrying the ball.
Flyball is run in teams of four dogs, as a relay. The
course consists of four hurdles placed 10 feet (3 m)
apart from each other, with the starting line six feet
(1.8 m) from the first hurdle, and the flyball box 15
feet (4.5 m) after the last one, making for a 51-foot
(15.5 m) length.
Nosework is a canine sport created to mimic
professional detection dog tasks. One dog and
one handler form a team. The dogs must find a
hidden target odour, often ignoring distractors
(such as food or toys), and alert the handler.
After the dog finds the odour they are rewarded
with food or a toy. Nosework is a fast growing
sport in part because it accommodates canines
with disabilities or behaviour problems.
Dock jumping also known as dock diving is a dog
sport in which dogs compete in jumping for distance
or height from a dock.
DockDogs training is all about positives, positive
attitude, environment, play and interactions. Treat
your dog the same way you would like to be treated
around a pool, nobody wants to be pushed in.
Pool safety is paramount, around it, in it, getting in
and out. One of the key aspects in which clubs like to
train dogs is safety in and out, knowing exit points
and confident swimming. Local clubs are all made
up of volunteers. They all enjoy the social aspects
and encourage healthy sport activities.
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Advice from the Australian Veterinary Association to Pet Owners
Client information sheet
COVID-19 and companion animals
What is a CORONAVIRUS?
Coronaviruses are a group of viruses that infect birds and mammals, including humans. They
are often associated with the common cold, bronchitis and pneumonia, and can also affect
the gut. The virus that causes COVID-19 is also a coronavirus and likely originated from a
wildlife reservoir. Canine coronavirus, which can cause diarrhoea, and feline coronavirus,
which can cause feline infectious peritonitis (FIP), have been seen by veterinarians for many
years. They do not cause infections in humans. These coronaviruses are not associated with
the current COVID-19 pandemic.
Can COVID-19 infect pets?
There have been reports from Hong Kong that a dog owned by a patient with COVID-19 has
tested positive to the presence of the virus in its nose and mouth. This is may be a case of
human to animal transmission, however the dog’s first blood tests have been negative. At this
stage there is no evidence that pet dogs or cats are a source of infection to other animals or
humans. We are continuing to monitor this situation and will provide updated information as it
becomes available.
Should I avoid contact with pets or other animals if I am sick with COVID-19?
As the outbreak continues, a number of pet owners will be placed in quarantine, either with
confirmed COVID-19 infection or due to exposure. We know that your pet is part of your family
and you will want them to have the same level of protection and care as any other family
member. Current information suggests there is no apparent risk to you or your pet from being
in quarantine with you.
However, we do advise all pet owners continue to practice appropriate hand hygiene before
and after handling their pet, their food and washing food/water bowls. At no stage should pet
owners do anything that may compromise the welfare of their pets. We suggest minimising
close contact with your pet during this time, such as hugging, face to face contact or sleeping
on your bed.
What do I do if I am in quarantine or self-isolation and my pet is unwell?
If you are in quarantine, do not break quarantine to take your pet to the veterinarian even if
your pet is unwell. By doing this you will put your veterinarian and staff at risk of infection. Ring
your veterinary surgery first and ask for advice. If your pet needs to be seen, your veterinarian
will be able to work with you to ensure your pet will receive the care they need, while keeping
themselves and their staff safe from COVID-19 infection. If your vet provides house calls,
please let them know you are under quarantine before they arrive. If you have any other
concerns about your pet, please ask your veterinarian.
Note that this is a rapidly evolving situation and advice provided here is reflective of the
evidence at hand (16-03-20). For up to date information on the COVID-19 situation in Australia
go to health.gov.au
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PET NUTRITION

Submitted by Frances Hammer
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Is still away but, given the arrival of Christmas
puppies, Howler reproduces a first part of:

The 10 Most Important Things to Teach A Puppy
By Pat

Miller, CBCC-KA, CPDT-KA in

Whole Dog Journal Published: June 14, 2016

Your new puppy will learn his most vital skills through lots of
appropriate socializing and positive training techniques.
I don’t care what breed or mix of breeds you’re talking about,
puppies are inarguably, impossibly and adorably cute. You
have to be pretty hardhearted and cold or otherwise
emotionally damaged not to get gushy over baby dogs, with
their innocent faces, sweet puppy breath, satiny ears, and
soft pink paw pads. It’s no wonder that people adopt or
purchase them, take them home, and then all too often
don’t know how to properly care for them.
It shouldn’t surprise me but it does, still, that there are far
too many people out there who don’t seem to have a clue
about how to properly raise a puppy. Whole Dog Journal
readers are not likely to fall into the “completely clueless”
category, but in case you haven’t had a puppy for a while –
or ever – and recently adopted or are thinking of adopting, here’s a refresher course for you on the topic
of the 10 most important things you should teach your puppy.
1. Socialize Your Puppy to Many Situations
If you teach her nothing else, teach your puppy that the world is a safe and happy place. The formal
name for this process is “socialization,” and it means taking your puppy lots of places, exposing her to
different sights, sounds, surfaces, humans and other animals, and making sure she’s having a good time
while doing so. You want to give her a positive classical association with the world and all things she’s
likely to encounter in her dog life. Lots of people understand the part about taking their puppy lots of
different places for socialization.
The primary socialization window is alarmingly small – from three to four
weeks to about 13 to 14 weeks. If you get your pup at age eight weeks,
half that period is already gone – so hopefully the owner of the pup’s
mother has already laid a good socialization foundation. Now it’s your
turn.
Take your puppy to safe places where you can control the environment
to a reasonable degree. Loud parties and crowded street fairs are not a
good idea. Small social gatherings, controlled groups of children, and
well-run force-free puppy classes are. Find businesses that welcome pets
(many hardware stores and outdoor cafes are pet-friendly) and take her
shopping with you (but don’t leave her in a hot car!).
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Prevent Separation
conditioning
session Anxiety Caused by Leaving Your Puppy Alone
Dogs are social animals. In a world not controlled by humans, our dogs would spend most of their time
in the company of others. Feral dog populations show us that, while not a true pack in the “wolf” sense
of the world, wild dogs tend to exist in loose-knit social groups and do choose to be in the company of
others of their own kind. In contrast, in our world, a significant population of canines are “only dogs” and
are left home alone for eight to 10 hours or even longer. The incidence of separation and isolation
anxiety behaviours (SA and IA) in our canine companions is sad testimony to this.
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PAWS FOR THOUGHT- CONTINUED
To avoid inducing SA or IA in your pup, introduce her to “aloneness”
gradually. Include crate or exercise-pen training during this process
so she can be left safely confined while you are away. Plan to take
at least a few days off work after your pup arrives so you can help
her get accustomed to longer and longer periods alone.
Play with her first so she’s tired, then put her in her crate or pen,
give her a food-stuffed Kong or other yummy chew, and sit nearby,
reading or working on your computer.
Slowly increase your distance from her and the length of time you
leave her alone, until she is calm and relaxed on her own.
3. Housetrain Your Puppy to Relieve Himself in Designated Places and/or Times
Once known as “housebreaking” – “housetraining” is a better term; what were we “breaking” anyway?! –
the process of teaching your pup to eliminate where you want her to go is critically important. The
process is very simple – but not always easy. Successful housetraining requires ultra-management: You
simply never give your pup the opportunity to go to the bathroom anywhere other than the desired
place(s).
Leashes, tethers, crates, baby gates, exercise pens, and eagle-eye supervision all come into play as your
pup learns that “outdoors = bathroom” (or, for those who choose to teach their dogs to eliminate
indoors, bathroom = pee pads or a sod box). The key is to take your pup to her potty spot more often
than she has to go, and reinforce her when she “does her business.” At first take her out every hour on
the hour, then gradually increase the length of time between bathroom trips.
It’s also a good idea to encourage her to go on different surfaces. Dogs develop “substrate preferences.”
If you have her go only on grass you may find that she won’t go on gravel or dirt on those occasions when
grass isn’t available.
After she goes, play with her for a bit; if she discovers that elimination makes the outdoor fun stop, she
may learn to “hold it” as long as possible to prolong her outside time or interaction with you.
When you are sure she is empty, and after a bit of play, you can bring her back inside and give her some
relative house freedom for 15-20 minutes, then put her back under your direct supervision or
confinement until the next scheduled potty trip. As she comes to understand the concept of pottying
outside, you can increase the length of time she gets post-potty house freedom.
In addition to her regular bathroom breaks, keep in mind that
puppies usually need to eliminate not long after eating, and after any
strenuous play sessions.
If you do catch her making a mistake, give her a cheerful, “Oops!
Outside!” and escort her out to finish there. If you react strongly with
a loud “No, bad dog!!” you may teach her that it’s not safe to go
where you can see her, and she’ll learn to go to the back bedroom or
behind the couch to poop and pee. Punishing accidents may also
result in a dog who is reluctant to eliminate for you on leash, for fear
that you will punish her. Just don’t.
4. Only Enable Your Puppy to Chew on Designated Chew Objects
Just as dogs develop substrate preferences, they also develop preferences for certain things to chew on.
If you manage your pup’s environment (with tethers, leashes, baby gates, exercise pens, and direct
supervision) so she has opportunity to chew on only “legal” chew objects, you will be able to give her
house freedom much sooner, with much more confidence that your valuables are safe.
Different dogs like different kinds of chews, so provide her with a wide variety of chewable items until you
find what she likes. Remember that a dog’s need to chew goes far beyond puppyhood, so keep those chew
objects handy throughout her life
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PAWS FOR THOUGHT- CONTINUED
5. A Positive Training Foundation Means an Obedient Dog
When force-free training was new to the dog world, 20
years or so ago, positive trainers had to endure a little (or a
lot) of criticism about using treats for training.
Now that positive training has come into its own, bolstered
by studies that indicate that force-free training is faster and
more effective than old-fashioned force-based methods,
there is no need to be stingy with or defensive about food
rewards.
I always have cookies in my pockets so I can always use
treats to reinforce my dogs when the opportunity presents
itself.
Remember that all living creatures repeat behaviours that are reinforced. We all want to make good stuff
happen! If you are good at reinforcing the behaviours you want, and making sure your pup doesn’t get
reinforced for behaviours you don’t want (there’s that “management” thing again), your pup will spend
lots of time trying to figure out what she needs to do to get you to give her treats. That’s a good thing.
6. Show Your Puppy It’s Fun to Learn New Things
Today’s skilled trainer knows that it’s important to make the whole training process fun for your pup.
Along with treats, we want to incorporate happy voices, toys, and play as part of the training process.
When you are selecting a training professional to work with you and your pup, either in private training or
group classes, make sure you find one who is on board with the force-free, fun approach to training. Your
pup’s eyes should light up with joy when you tell her it’s training time!
7. Teach Your Puppy a Fast Recall
Recalls (coming when called) may just be the single most
important behaviour you can teach your dog. A dog who
has a solid recall can be given more freedom to run and
play in areas where dogs are allowed off leash.
Dogs who get to run and play are generally much
healthier, both physically and mentally, and much easier
to live with, as they can burn off excess energy by running
around. A tired dog is a happy owner!
Use a recall cue that always means “good stuff” – such
as a chance to play with a highly coveted toy or highvalue treats – and never call your dog to you to do
something she doesn’t love, like giving a pill, treating
ears, or putting her in her crate.
Certainly never call her to you and then punish or even
just scold her. You never know; a solid recall might just
save your dog’s life someday.
Unlike old-fashioned training, where you face your dog, command her to come, and jerk on the leash if
she doesn’t, today’s positive trainer teaches the recall as another fun game to play with humans.
I teach a “Run Away Come” by calling the dog and then running away fast, so the dog comes galloping
and romping after her human, and gets to party with treats and/or toys when she catches up. The dog
learns that “Come!” is an irresistible invitation to play the chase game.
This article will be continued in the next Issue.
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BOWL TO BAG

By Denise Gardner

Solution Page 19

Waiting for dinner
Created by Denise Gardner
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Name

Dog name

Breed

Sam Sacchetta
Stephanie Houghton
Tina Cinque

Zoff
Tango
Saxon

English Setter
Staghound X
Cavalier X

Aleksander Andonov

Axel

Cavalier King Charles Spaniel

Andrea Fullagar
Gordon McDonald
Anthony Woodruff
Victoria Palmer
Daniel Costabile
Chris & Anne Lunnary
Diane Clarke
Diane Clarke
Andrew Ng
Sylvester Muranowicz
Joshua Irving
Zachary Davies
Carmel McRobert
Ann See
Helen Sully
Farran King
Douglas Price
David Travers
Maria Finnerty
Omer Suhale
Edmond Borg
Catherine Quarrell
Paris Jolly
Isabelle Jolly
Danielle Racho
Rachel Wong
Susan & Tony Pasquali
Nicole Waters
Louise Baker
Ashleigh Holloway
Marc Alifraco
Lauren Randall
Sam Quinlan
Alex McLure
Daniel Steele
Belinda & Samuel Sawaya
Peter Huynh
Barbara Worton
Nicole Richards
Edward Richards
Patricia Angley
Lola Racz
Michelle Stewart-Smith
Josie Magri
Peter Alcock
Peri Hasan
Ross Elder
Gareth & Caitlyn Fletcher
Christine Armour

Violet

Beagle x Terrier

Charlie

Labradoodle

Chester
Sandy
Kira
Perry
Twizi

Mastif X Kelpie
Miniature Schnauzer
Border Collie
Miniature Poodle
Miniature Fox Terrier

Wanda

American Stafforshire

Monty
Evie
Beau
Sunny

Miniature Schnauzer
Boston Terrier
Maltese Shihtzu
Labrador

Malaki

Husky X Spitz

Tiger
Jade
Paddy
Mia

Bull Mastif X
Greyhound
Standard Poodle
Staghound

Boujee
Harlow
Stella
Bobbi
Roxy

Moodle
Labradoodle
Boxer
Fox Terrier (smooth)
Labradoodle

Monte
Neko

Weimaraner
Pug X

Lola

Jak Russell X

Jax
Bailey
Claude
Raina

Border Collie X Kelpie
Spoodle
Bichon X Poodle
Rottweiler

Felix

Labradoodle

Felix
Lochie
Betsy
Ruby

Border Collie
West Highland Terrier
Dachshund
Russian Black Terrier

Mach
George

Corgi X Labrador
Golden Retriever
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Jason & William Hellwig
Claire Rogers
Claire Rogers
Daniel Ioannidis
Mariya Saric
Natalie Lazzari
Quang Lap Nguyen
Quang Myanh Nguyen
Sabina Kapelan
Michael Glowacki
James Porto
Alana Doalmeyer
Danielle Zomer
Mia Zomer
Millie & Kevin Thompson
Cathy Khuu
Lee Pedersen
Aurelia Rouse
Alex & Jenna van Harmelen
Bruce Holden
Lili Holden
Rachael Briggs
Domenic Misale
Esin & Jaydan De Oliveira
Leah Welsh
Brendan Westhorpe
Michael & Arlee Harsh
Sebastian Judd-Mole
Marlene Davis

Templeton
Charlie
Roger
Link

Spoodle
Cavalier King Charles Spaniel
Cavalier King Charles Spaniel
Cross Bred

Koda
Bobbie

Kelpie
Toy Poodle

Bailey

Cavoodle

Jax

Kelpie

Audrey

Jack Russell

Billie
Maddie
Harvey
Brisket

Border Collie
Greyhound
Greyhound
Jack Russell

Willow

Kelpie

Zoe

American Stafforshire X

Ruby
Watson

Kelpie
Maltese X Shih Tzu

Bob
Liesl
Jules

Golden Retriever
Dachshund
Cavalier King Charles Spaniel

Hannah Aspinall

Cashew

Nova Scotia Duck Toller Retriever

Daisy

Border Colliee

Libby
Lilibet
Ziggy
Rey

Border Collie
Corgi
Cocker Spaniel
Shetland Sheepdog

Jackson
Snowball
Charlie
Bonnie
Rocky
Polly

Shitzhu X Poodle
Maltese Shihtzu
Cavoodle
Golden Retriever
Yorkshire Terrier
Cavoodle

Reggie

Rottsky

Jess
Walter
John

Dalmatian
British Bulldog
Cavoodle

Elly
Frida

Kelpie
Cocker Spaniel

Lucy

Border Collie X Kelpie

Jared Truscott
Danni Swinton
Ian Swinton
Jessica Swinton
Alyshia & Maria Piddocke
Stephen Wright
Jarryd & Kasey Rogers
Jeffrey Choo
On Wah Wong
Dene Ward
Kasey Ward
Diane Pearce
Alana Wenban
Winston Doust
Rebecca Zahra
Phil Lloyd
Kaye Demmery
Chris Trimble
Laura Mueck
Clementine & Bill Shorten
Kate Burgess
Nick Boardman
Peter Featherston
Lance Brendon
Natalie Walbrach
Catherine Sage
Sophie & William Porter
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Caroline James-Duggan

Millie

Cavalier King Charles Spaniel

David Duggan

Abby

Cavalier King Charles Spaniel

Christina, Timothy & George Sikalias

Cleopatra

Labradoodle

Robyn Rozek
Greg & Dianne Snibson
Stephanie Molinaro
Jennifer & Andrew Howard

Ruby
Floyd
Maisy
Clyde

Cavoodle
Kelpie X Labrador
Jack Russell
Kelpie

Anne & Ian Blainey

Archie

Nova Scotia Duck Toller Retriever

Matthew & Stephanie Cosoleto

Alvar

Cocker Spaniel

Kellie Morton
Michael Smith
Samantha Musumeci
Kristen & Matthew Gordon
Tamara Hycenko
Meredith Coombs
Tom Hudell
Rob & Samantha Asselman
Lynda & Sam Juusti
Sinead O'Connell
Chris Beeston

Jerry
Storm

Poodle Miniature
Siberian Husky

Millie
Rexie
Luna

Groodle
Tamaruke
Great Dane X Mastiff

Lucy
Benny
Terry

Cocker Spaniel X Poodle
Cavoodle
Cattle Dog

Georgia Le Vagueresse

Ludo

Hungarian Vizsla

Harriet Rappell
Sean Corgoran
Timothy Legg
Bonnie McNabb

Lenny

Kelpie X

Cosmo

Cocker Spaniel

Paramita, Kanupriya, Kanu, Salare Sharma

Oreo

Labrador

Sabine Macdonald-Smart

Bluey

Border Collie X Poodle

Rebecca Nemet
Wayne Davis
Stuart & Allira Mullenger
Shirley Priskas
Aaron Blion
Jessica McGough
Jenny McKenzie
Jacqui Pierce
Richard Semeon
Riloshnee Semeon
Hayley Cardis
Ryan Ebsworth
Brianna Albanese
Victoria Delecca
Lucy Davidson
Patrick Stobaus
Dianne Hartley
Chris Donner
Bernadette Walsh
Scott McKendry
Phillip Naselli
Madeleine Davies

Bailey
Ruby
Ralph
Ollie
Winifred

Miniature Daschund
German Shorthaired Pointer
Maltese X Poodle
French Bulldog
American Stafforshire Terrier

Fergus

Groodle

Wally
Belle
Maggie
Nora

Spoodle
Maltese X Poodle
Golden Retriever
Labrador

Winifred
Neville

Kelpie X
Labradoodle

Jango

Kelpie X Staffordshire Terrier

Sadie

Cocker Spaniel

Leo
Bear

Cavoodle
Weimeraner

Liam Thomas-Leetet
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Eamon O'Connor
Monica Morong
Daniel Johns
Cara & Julia Mancuso
Kylie Barker
Lucianne Midiri
Andrei Moldovan

Oli

Brittany Spaniel

Cookie
Luchy
Millie

Poodle Standard
Maltese X Shitzu
Cavoodle

CLASS PROMOTIONS – CONGRATULATIONS
Handler
Ralf Haese
Sandra Glass
Murray Jack & Myf Kemp
Tammy Guerrisi
Bronwyn Bowden
Michael Driscoll
Erica Staney-Marsh
John Starford
Belinda Gibsson
Alex Prior
Leslie & Gail Mayes
Bill & Clementine Shorten
Cathy Khuu
Jeffrey Choo & On Wah Wong
Andrew & Jennifer Howard
Samantha & Michael Musumeci
Farran King
Andrew & Sylvester Ng
Edmond Borg
Chris Lunnay
Shannon Quinn
Nicholas Terpstra

Dogs Name
Holly
Atlas
Orbi
Otis
Craig
Winter
Tilly
Cora
Zahli
Odie
Spencer
Walter
Maddie
Rey
Clyde
Storm
Sunny
Twizi
Jade
Sandy
Pippa
Jasper

Class
P-1
P-1
P-1
2-3
3-4
2-3
P-1
3-4
P-1
3-4
P-1
P-1
P-1
P-1
P-1
P-1
P-1
P-1
P-1
1-2
1-2
1-2

KEEP UP THE GOOD WORK!
Congratulations to all the handlers and dogs who have passed into the next class. Keep up your
regular training and you will be amazed at how quickly you will progress through the classes.
If you experience difficulty with a particular exercise speak to your Instructor. They will be only
too happy to assist you in overcoming the problem or they will direct you to someone who will be
able to give you advice.

FROM THE SECRETARY - There is some new legislation regarding transport of animals.
The Main points are I think:
Dogs must not be placed or transported in the boot of a sedan motor vehicle - Penalty 15 units
No animal including dogs is to be left unattended inside a motor vehicle for more than 10 minutes, when
outside temperature is 28C or above - Penalty 20 units
No dog is to be tied to a metal tray of a motor vehicle or trailer when the outside temperature is 28C,
unless there is some insulation to protect the dog from the hot metal surface - Penalty 15 units
See link - http://agriculture.vic.gov.au/agriculture/animal-health-and-welfare/animal-welfare/animalwelfare-legislation/prevention-of-cruelty-to-animals-legislation#
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SEEN AROUND THE GROUNDS

FRIENDS
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SEEN AROUND THE GROUNDS
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FIND THE TERRIERS INSIDE!

One for the black and white army from Denise Gardner
What do you get when you cross a sheep dog with a jelly? The collie wobbles!
What do you get when you cross a gun dog with a telephone? A Golden Receiver!
A man called E White wrote Stuart Little .
He also advised that he would prefer to train zebras to balance clubs on their noses
than to teach dachshunds anything!
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CLUB ACTIVITIES 2020
All Committee Meetings are held on the 2nd Monday of the month, starting at 7:00 pm.
All Instructors’ Meetings are held on the 1st Sunday of the month, after classes are completed.
5 April

Changing to Standard Training Times – 10:00 am to 12:00 pm

8 April

Pre-Easter Wednesday night – NO TRAINING

12 April

Easter Sunday – NO TRAINING

1 – 3 May

Dog Lovers Show, Royal Exhibiiton Building

17 May

Million Paws Walk RSPCA

7 June

Queens Birthday Weekend – NO TRAINING

21 June

Obedience & Rally Trial – Broadmeadows Obedience Club*

4 & 5 July

Obedience & Rally Trial x2 – Geelong Obedience Club*

1 & 2 August

State Obedience Trial & Obedience Dog of the Year – Dogs Victoria

30 August

Entries close for Northern Obedience Trial

13 September

Obedience & Rally Trials x2 – Northern Obedience Club*

19 September

Obedience Trial – Royal Melbourne Show

27 September

Obedience & Rally Trial – Melton Obedience Club*

1 Name
October

2020 membership renewals
due name
Dog

Breed
17Scott
October
Pet Resort
KinnadeDoggie Day Out – KepalaDom
Greyhound
Jones Obedience & Rally Trial x2Pegy
English Staffordshire Terrier
17Vicky
October
– Werribee Obedience Club*
Tomsic Obedience & Rally Trial – Bonza
Jack
Russell Terrier X
25Alojz
October
Macedon Ranges Obedience
Club*
D'Amico
Labradoodle
1 Anthony
November & Noah
Melbourne
Cup WeekendHarvey
– NO TRAINING
Lorenzo Defrancesco
Percy
Cane Corso
1 November
Applications close for end of year trophies
Gina Defrancesco
Terra
Mastiff X
14 November
Obedience & Rally Trial x2 – Southern Obedience Club*
Cameron Boykett
Luna
Portugese Water Dog
15 November
Obedience & Rally Trial – Northcote Obedience Club*
Adrian Gugliotta
Mala
Chichuaha
29Maja
November
Annual General Meeting and Trophy Presentation (All Classes at 10:00am)
Stojanovska
29Ann
November
Obedience & Rally Trial – Coco
Croydon and District Obedience
Dog Club
& Eric Staberhofer
Bordoodle
Donaldson
Ernie
Groodle
6 Laura
December
Last day of training
13Brendan
DecemberMcKeegan
Christmas Break Up – Games Day for dogs and humans
Dorothy
Cheung
Ollie
Spoodle
7 Feb 2021
Classes recommence. Summer training times 9:00 am – 11:00 am.
Luke,
*Club
sashAmber
donated& Jayden Barry
Geena Huynh
Axel
Sharpei
Kaylene Phan
Patrick Warfield
Kombu
Mastiff X
Ai Tomizawa
Lydia McAleer
Murphy
Groodle
Dianne Privtera
Charlie
Moodle
Stephen Hughes
Photos Dogs Victoria
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Class Exercises
Puppies (8 weeks to 24 weeks)
No exercises are tested for promotion to
next class:
 Socialisation with all puppies on lead;
 Retrieve on the flat on lead;
 Recall on lead;
 Puppy push up
 Heeling on a short lead;
 Examination of Puppy;
 Stays;
 Games, Q&A Session.

Class 1
Exercises tested for promotion to
next class:
 Heel normal pace;
 Sit;
 Stand (alongside handler);
 Right-about Turn;
 Sit Stay (complete exercise);
 Recall on lead (Dog does not have to sit)
Other exercises to be taught but not tested:
 Retrieve on the flat (on lead);
 Drop.

Class 2
Exercises tested for promotion to next class:
 All Class One exercises plus:
 Heel slow pace;
 Right turn;
 Recall on lead dog to sit in front of the
handler;
 Stand Stay;
 Stand for Examination (handler in front)
(Food may be used as a lure.);
 Drop from Sit (beside and in front of
handler).
Other exercises to be taught but not tested:
 Retrieve on the flat (on lead);
 Dog Introduction.

Class 3
Exercises tested for promotion to next class:
 All Class Two exercises plus:
 Heel fast pace;
 Heel in figure 8 including sits;
 Automatic sit;
 Drop while heeling;
 Left turn and Left about turn. (both
methods);
 Stand for examination (handler in front.)
(Food may be used only as a reward.);
 All stays progressing to lead on ground
(Sit 30 sec Down 1 minute)
 Finish to recall on lead;
 Recall off lead dog; dog to sit in front.
Other exercises to be taught but not tested:
 Retrieve on the flat on lead.

Class 4 (Community Companion Dog)
Exercises tested for promotion to next class:
 All Class 3 exercises plus,
 Heel on lead with lead in the left hand;
 Small amount of heeling off lead;
 All stays off lead (when dog is reliable, long
lead if not) (Sit 1 minute Down 3 minutes);
 Recall and return to dog.
Other exercises to be taught but not tested:
 Retrieve on the flat off lead;
 Drop from the Stand position (handler in
front of dog);
 Finish to the recall;
 Ring Craft.

Class 5 (Novice)
Exercises tested for promotion to next
class:
 All Class Four exercises plus,
 Heel free;
 Recall off lead (complete exercise 12
metres);
 All stays off lead if reliable.
(Sit 1 minute down 3 minutes);
 Stand for examination off lead;
 Retrieve on the flat.
Other
to be taught but not
Class exercises
6
tested:
Full Open Program
 Commence high & broad jumps;
Class
7 Craft.
 Ring
Full UD Program
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The Good, the Bad and the Ugly
Dr Peter Dapiran



















Thinking of moving to Hong Kong (after the protests eventually stop) and getting a dog?
According to a South China Morning Post analysis, the following breeds are best suited for HK
apartment living: Welsh Corgi (best), Shiba Inu, Miniature Schnauzer, Dachshund, Golden
Retriever. Not sure how the last one made the list given its size and the HK summer heat and
humidity. Almost 6% of households have dogs. Of the dog owners, 11% have three or more
dogs!!
A woman was found dead in woods north-east of Paris, France. She died of bleeding as a
result of dog bites to her limbs and head, some of which had been inflicted after death. She
was walking her own dog at the time of the attack. Police believe the attack dogs were
hounds used in hunting deer.
Rabies kills about 60,000 people a year worldwide, mainly poor and those in rural
communities in Asia and Africa. Most rabies infections are transmitted by dogs. Researchers
have made a discovery that could result in an oral vaccine for dogs. The vaccine could be
distributed in baits. The study has been reported by scientists from Monash University and the
University of Melbourne.
Local news. A member with a safety alert button has had it activated by her dog creating great
alarm for her carer.
Dogor was two months old when he died. He was found by tusk hunters in the permafrost of
Siberia in 2018 – fluffy brown fur, soft nose (the pup not the hunters). Scientists are still trying
to work out if he is a wolf or a dog. Or maybe something in between. Dogor died 18,000 years
ago.
A Christmas story from Bournemouth, UK, one repeated hundreds of times during this, past
and unfortunately many future Christmas seasons. Marley, the 7-year-old Labrador, nicked
ginger bread ornaments, ribbons and all, from the owner’s kitchen. The vet found 34
ornaments and ribbons after a three-hour operation. We under-estimate the ability of our
curious dogs to find and eat the most amazing objects. Get ready for the Easter parade of
chocolate poisonings.
A mystery illness spread through the dog population of Norway killing at least 25 dogs. The
cause has yet to be determined. Dog owners were advised to keep their dogs on leads and
away from other dogs until the problem was solved. Salmonella and rat poison have been
ruled out.
Meanwhile in Hong Kong, a new strain of leptospirosis is killing the local dogs. Owners have
been advised to keep their dogs away from old and unknown water sources. Leptospirosis is
usually spread by rat urine and urine of infected dogs. It leads to liver and kidney failure.
Humans can catch the disease from dogs.
As we know from our own experience and many scientific studies, a dog’s smelling ability is
nothing short of amazing. But can dogs smell “quantity”? A recent study concludes that dogs
cannot differentiate between small and large amounts of food in separate bowls. The dogs in
the study could also be influenced to choose a particular bowl by their owners. Strong scents
could also confound the dogs in their choice of food bowls.
Brachycephalic or snub-nosed dogs can have difficulty breathing, and under some
circumstances can die. A Boxer and a Bulldog, in unrelated incidents, died while being
transported by air during an extremely hot weather spell. As a result, Virgin Airlines and
Qantas have both banned the transportation of snub-nosed dogs.
Peter Dapiran
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SOLUTION TO PAGE 11 PUZZLE

Kepala Pet Resort, situated in tranquil countryside, provides five star luxury
accommodations, including large grassed areas where your dog can play safely.
Kepala Pet Resort is operated by Kevin and Pauline Lacy, family and staff.
Visit our website for more information: http://www.kepala.com.au/
We invite you to visit and view our complex prior to making a booking.
Address: 55 Edwards Rd, Diggers Rest, Victoria 3427 | Phone: (03) 9740 1272
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Northern Obedience
Dog Club is a
non-profit organisation
staffed by volunteers
dedicated to promoting the
training and understanding of the dog,
so that it can be accepted as a true companion
in our urban society.
The Club trains people to train their dogs to be
obedient, companionable and useful. The club
provides you with the opportunity to train your
dog, and the fact that our club and others like
us exist, show how much interest in dog training
as a hobby has increased. Training for most
people can be a hobby that is enjoyed by both
dog and owner.

Northern Obedience Dog Club

Helping YOU train your dog!
www.facebook.com/Northern
ObedienceDogClub

See our website for more details.

Looking for photos and updates?

LIKE us on Facebook
SPOT THE DIFFERENCE
(11)
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by Denise Gardner

